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	NAME: Regulan
	DESCRIPTION: The Regulans are felinoid bipeds with height & weight comparable to humans (some are slightly heavier). Their fur ranges from the short & glossy to the thick & shaggy, with any # of colors & patterns possible, organized by a bewildering variety of races & subspecies. They are born as twins or triplets, a fixed # depending on subspecies (the female Regulans are either double-or triple-breasted, accordingly). They are moved by beauty, horrified by violence & anger, & wrestle constantly with their potential for each. On the whole, they are a peaceful people, who turn nasty only when their feelings are seriously wounded. Regulans are critical of others, but equally so of themselves, & have surprisingly tolerant, gentle natures. They are sensualists in every sense, but they put particular store in their eyesight & sense of smell. Regula II (Dralaph in the native shanifir tongue) is a heavily-forested world with several dozen small continents & thousands of large islands.
	ERA:  TOS era and beyond
	Text Field 13:  Food for the eyes and scintillating smells.
	Text Field 7: Presence +1, Reason +2.
	Text Field 8: Regulans have blunt claws that can be sharpened as dangerous brawling weapons, but most find the practice abhorrent & repulsive. Their fur is highly sensitive to both touch & temperature, though the Regulans themselves are adaptable to a wide variety of climates. If their claws are ever sharpened, their unarmed attacks become: [Melee, +1 CD, Piercing 1, Non-lethal].
	TALENTS: Regulan, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Tact & Understanding
	TALENT TEXT 1: When a PC with this Talent enters into a Social Interaction/Conflict & attempts to use negotiation, they may gain the benefit of an Advantage twice. However, it must be used differently each time, including removing complications. This Talent may only be used once/scene.
	TALENT NAME 2: Scientific Genius
	TALENT TEXT 2: Whenever you make a Science task roll & spend 1 or more Momentum on the Obtain Information Momentum spend, you gain 1d20 on the next task you attempt which relates to 1 of the answers you received. This applies to any Extended Tasks as well.
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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